LITHONIA WALL-PAK TWP150S WITH TWPWG WIRE GUARD OR APPROVED EQUAL

RE-INFORCED, Poured-in-Place CONCRETE UNDERPASS AS PER NCDOt SPECIFICATIONS FOR STRUCTURES

1.0% MINIMUM SLOPE

CONDUIT

LIGHT

NOTE: HEADWALLS WITH WINGWALLS REQUIRED ON BOTH ENDS

FRONT VIEW

12'-0" MIN.

12'-0" MIN.

NOTES:
1. SEALING OF FIXTURES TO BE DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITH IES STANDARDS.
2. APPROPRIATE SIGNAGE MAY BE REQUIRED AT ENTRANCE TO INDICATE NARROWING TRAIL WIDTH AND LIMITED VERTICAL CLEARANCE.
3. LIGHTING FIXTURE SPACING TO BE NO GREATER THAN 15 FEET.

PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLE UNDERPASS

EFFECTIVE: 05/15/20